First approach to unilateral transfemoral amputees’ contact mechanics
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Abstract
The stresses in the hip area have great importance because of their relationship to the health of the joint. Finite element models can predict contact between cartilages, however, contact patterns in unilateral transfemoral amputees have not yet been found in literature. We thus want to present an initial approach in the contact mechanics of the hip joint of these amputees. From an existing database, three transfemoral amputees who use prostheses were chosen. Their respective hips and femur were obtained from tomography, and so as their cartilages from their respective articular surfaces. Finite element models were created per patient and static bipedestation was analyzed. At the beginning of contact between cartilages, contact stresses were determined. The results showed that the stresses of the amputated side were higher than that of the non-amputated, in terms of average and peak contact stress. These were located in the anterior and superior zones, respectively.
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Primer acercamiento a la mecánica de contacto en amputados transfemorales unilaterales

Resumen
Los esfuerzos en la cadera son de gran importancia debido a su relación con la salud articular. Modelos de elementos finitos pueden predecir el contacto entre cartílagos, sin embargo, modelos de contacto en amputados transfemorales unilaterales, no han sido encontrados aún en la literatura. Se quiere presentar un acercamiento inicial en la mecánica de contacto de la articulación coxofemoral de dichos pacientes. De una base de datos existente, se eligieron tres amputados transfemorales usuarios de prótesis; se obtuvieron sus respectivas caderas y fémures a partir de tomografía, y los cartílagos de las respectivas superficies articulares. Se crearon modelos por elementos finitos por paciente y se analizó la bipedestación estática. Se determinaron los esfuerzos al inicio del contacto articular, observando resultados mayores para el lado amputado, tanto para los esfuerzos promedio como para los esfuerzos máximos de contacto; y estos se encontraron en la zona anterior y superior respectivamente.
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1. Introduction

Amputation is a surgical procedure in which a limb is removed because of an illness or injury. A way of improving the quality of life of people that had undergone amputation is through the use of orthopedic prostheses, which replace their lost limb and provide them the possibility of recovering mobility and help in their reintegration into society [1,2]. Lower limb amputation is categorized into: toe, ray, transmetatarsal, mid-foot, ankle-level, below the knee, through the knee, above knee and hip disarticulation [3]. Depending on the amputation’s location, different prosthesis is used.

In existing literature, studies of lower limb amputation are related to gait dynamics [4–7], socket design [8] and socket – stump interaction numerical models [9–11]. In addition to these, joints studies are associated with osteoarthritis (OA) development in the knee [12–14] and the hip [14,15], the influence of different sockets on the range of motion of the hip [16] and the effect of osteointegrated prosthesis on the hip joint moment [17].

Hip stresses are of great importance due to their relation
to the joint’s health. Cartilage health, in particular, is influenced by the magnitude and direction of the resultant hip forces, the size of the weight-bearing surface and the stress distribution across the said surface [18]. There have been cases wherein some anatomical conditions like femoracetabular impingement [19,20] causing osteoarthritis (OA) because of abnormal contact stresses [21]. Furthermore, there are also disagreements regarding the normal magnitudes and distribution of contact stress on one’s healthy hips [22]. For non-amputated subjects, finite element (FE) models have been developed as a way of understanding the solid ankle cushioned heel (SACH) foot, and a mechanical model will be used, since it is not only the easiest position model but one that can predict if there is a stress difference on various sides. Three patients that had undergone unilateral transfemoral amputation were selected; their specific data is presented in Table 1. The patients were relatively active and did not have any psychological condition that could affect the result of this study. The patients used a non-distal end support socket, a solid ankle cushioned heel (SACH) foot, and a mechanical monocentric knee prosthesis. In accordance to the ethics committee of Universidad Nacional de Colombia, proper informed consent was given by each patient before any of the procedures took place.

### 2. Materials and methods

As the first approach to this kind of models, a standing position model will be used, since it is not only the easiest load case but one that can predict if there is a stress difference on various sides. Three patients that had undergone unilateral transfemoral amputation were selected; their specific data is presented in Table 1. The patients were relatively active and did not have any additional physical, vascular, neurological or psychological condition that could affect the result of this study. The patients used a non-distal end support socket, a solid ankle cushioned heel (SACH) foot, and a mechanical monocentric knee prosthesis. In accordance to the ethics committee of Universidad Nacional de Colombia, proper and informed consent was given by each patient before any of the procedures took place.

### 2.1. Numerical models

#### 2.1.1. Database and computed tomography

The database was composed by transfemoral amputees from Orthopraxis S.A. The parameters used for the scan were: SIEMENS/Emotion6 Scanner, 12mAs, 130 KV, 512x512 px matrix, pixel size 0.758 mm, gantry tilt 0.00 and slice increment 1 mm; cross sections were obtained from the distal femur to about half hip. During the CT scan, the patients were in a laying supine position over the tomograph table and were not wearing their prosthetic socket or any additional element like socks or liners around their residual limbs.

#### 2.1.2. Geometry reconstruction

From a previous study, the residual femur, the stump and the socket were reconstructed using a 3D and CT scanner. [11]. For each patient, cast molds were created by a technician, then scanned and reconstructed by NextEngine's Desktop 3D Scanner and ScanStudio™ software (Santa Monica, CA). From the tomographic information obtained, the non-amputated femur along with the hips were manually segmented from the image data using the VTK software. It is worth noting that the CT anatomical positions were maintained throughout the study to prevent the direction of the applied load from affecting the cartilage stresses.

For both legs, the femoral and acetabular cartilages were obtained by expanding their respective articular surfaces by 1 mm, Fig. 1. This expansion was well within the values reported in literature, which is specified to be from 0.93 to 2.3 mm [34-37]. The meshes were constructed using as reference the quantity of the elements of similar studies [21,25,26,38]. The layers of the cartilages were constructed with hexahedral elements using the Salome – Meca software. The cortical bone, the stump and the socket were discretized with tetrahedral elements. The trabecular bone was not included in the process since it yields little significance in terms of contact stresses [24]. The general representation of the geometries can be seen in Fig. 2.

#### 2.1.3. Materials

The material properties are assigned in ABAQUS V6.12; the cortical bone, the socket and the stump were modeled as homogeneous, isotropic materials with an elastic modulus of $E = 156\, \text{Pa}$, $E = 1,56\, \text{Pa}$ and $E = 25\, \text{MPa}$ respectively; their Poisson’s ratio are $\nu = 0.3$ for the cortical bone and the socket, and $\nu = 0.475$ for the soft tissue [11,39]. The cartilage was modeled as a homogeneous, isotropic, Neo-Hookean hyperelastic material. The Abaqus Neo-Hookean form was used in the process, with a shear modulus of $G = 13.6\, \text{MPa}$ and a bulk modulus of $K = 1359\, \text{MPa}$; the material constitutive parameters were calculated using eq (1) – (2) [40], $G_{10} = 6.8\, \text{MPa}$ and $D_1 = 1.4 \times 10^{-6} \, \text{Pa}$ [22].

$$\mu_0 = 2C_{10} \quad \mu_0, \text{ initial shear modulus} \quad (1)$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Time since amputation (Years)</th>
<th>Height (cm)</th>
<th>Weight (kg)</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Amputated limb</th>
<th>Applied force (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Ri</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>63</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>ght</td>
<td>00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Le</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>ft</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Le</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>71</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>ft</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The authors.
\[ k_0 = \frac{2}{D_1} \quad \text{\textit{k}_0, initial bulk modulus} \quad (2) \]

2.1.4. Contact properties, boundary conditions and loads

An explicit numerical model was developed using ABAQUS V6.12. The model was given general boundary conditions: no penetration and frictionless contact between the cartilages geometries [22] and a tie constraint between cartilage-bone and the bone-soft tissue to define the interfaces’ interactions.

2.1.5. Amputated model

This model was developed in four various steps. Donning: where the constraints were applied to the hip (in the pubis and superior face) and in the neck of the femur, a part of the ischium was removed to prevent contact between the stump and the pelvis. Finally, the donning procedure of the socket was done by applying a displacement vector (white arrows) on the socket, Fig. 3a. Stabilization: a 5-second step was then applied to allow the attenuation of the dynamic effects caused by the location of the socket and the acquisition of the final position of the soft tissue.

In this phase, there are no existing stimuli or additional boundary conditions, Fig. 3b. These two steps were done as per Lacroix and Ramirez [41]. Load: within 10 seconds of the process, the load described in Table 1 (black arrow) was applied in a caudocranial direction over the socket at the interface of the femoral prosthesis’ extension, representing half of the patient weight, Fig. 3c. The constraints remain the same for this step. Contact: the displacement vector (white arrows) on the socket and the boundary condition (constraints) of the femur were eliminated, which then allowed contact between cartilages; a new boundary restriction was applied over the socket (constraints) to remove its lateral movements, Fig. 3d.

2.1.6. Non-amputated models

These models were developed in two steps. Load: movement restrictions (constraints) were applied over the hip-pubis and superior faces. Afterwards, the loads (gray arrows) were applied in a caudocranial direction over the femoral condyles. This load is the same as described in Table 1, but were divided among the two condyles, Fig. 4. Stabilization: a 5-second step where no additional loads or boundary conditions were applied, allowing the stabilization of the model and the reduction of its internal energy.

2.1.7. Contact area and contact stresses

Cartilage contact stresses and contact area were evaluated on the acetabular cartilage. Contact area and peak contact stress were evaluated in the anteromedial (AM), anterolateral (AL), superomedial (SM), superolateral (SL), posteromedial (PM) and posterolateral (PL) regions of the acetabular cartilage [25], Fig. 5.
Overall, the amputated side proved to have higher stresses than the non-amputated one; however, the contact stress patterns in patients and their amputated and non-amputated sides were not constant, as can be seen in Fig. 6. As for contact pressure (CPRESS), it shows that there are some few localized stress zones present while the remaining cartilage does not show these - a common behavior in this type of stress distributions [23,27,41–44] since there are areas that have high load and some that have none. Due to the model's specific steps involved, the application time of the load varied between the amputated and the non-amputated sides. When the bone restriction was removed, the amputated models had almost immediate contact due to the stored energy, registering a time of 0.4 ± 0.1 seconds to have contact, while registering 3.8±0.8 seconds contact for the non-amputated models, where the applied force was transferred progressively over the femur until contact happened.
3. Results

The peak average and average stress were both determined in the first seconds of contact between cartilages; the average contact stresses were ~12 MPa for the amputated side and ~4 MPa for the non-amputated side. There were marked differences between the sides in both peak and average stresses in the PL and PM regions Fig. 7, as contact stresses at the posterior region were not present in the non-amputated side. The anterior region stresses were higher in the amputated side as compared to the non-amputated one, while the superior regions have also presented differences, although at a lower scale.

Stresses in the anterior region were the highest for the amputated side, while it was the superior region that registered the highest for the non-amputated one. However, both SL and SM were the regions with less variation in their stresses compared to the amputated one. Peak contact stress at the amputated side was higher than in the non-amputated side, Fig. 7, with the AL and the AM regions having the highest contact stresses. In contrast, it was the SL and the SM that had the highest contact stress in the non-amputated side.

Fig. 8 shows the total contact area of the acetabular cartilages in the contact and the stabilization steps. The contact areas for the non-amputated side was smaller than in the amputated one, and it shows that cartilage contact is always maintained throughout the step, even though the values show small iterative behaviors. In contrast, the contact areas in the amputated models have spaces where there is no contact between the surfaces, and the curves show growth behavior and decrease in time.

The total acetabular cartilage surface area averaged 131.32 ± 40 mm² for the amputated side; with the contact area percentage of around 20% for P2 and P3, and 17% for P1. In comparison, the surface area for the non-amputated side was 134.11 ± 17 mm², with a contact area percentage of 15.4%, 14% and 11.3% for patients P1, P2 and P3 respectively.

4. Discussion

As expected, the main findings yielded some differences in the amputated and non-amputated side of each patient; however, changes to all the amputated and non-amputated sides were also observed in the contact mechanics (refer to Fig. 6.) These differences could be attributed to variations in bone and cartilage morphology [22,45], but other factors, such as stump and amputated femur longitudes, load directions, anatomical position of the patient and the distance covered by the socket upon positioning it, can also affect stress distribution. Nonetheless, it is normal for small regions to have concentrated stress while the rest of the zones have none. [21,22,24,25,27,28,44,46,47].

Direct comparison with past studies in terms of numerical values for contact stress or contact area is inappropriate in this case since we have not successfully found hip numerical models for transfemoral amputees as of writing. Nevertheless, we have found that some of our results have similarities with other published works as will be shown below. Peak normal stress results for patients P2 and P3 (24 MPa and 20 MPa), were akin to the stress values reported in pathological hips by Henak et al. [25] and [28], so as for acetabular dysplasia (30 MPa) and retroverted acetabula (25 MPa). The stress results of the amputated and non-amputated models did not exceed that of the peak stresses reported in literature. However, it is important to note that in the case of amputated models P2 and P3, the stress values found when they were in standing position were approximately the same to that of Anderson et al's results [28] in heel strike when climbing stairs or when rising from a seated position, indicating that amputees may be experiencing higher stresses in doing simple activities. The standard deviation in the contact stresses is high for all the patients and all sides, which can be explained by the fact that each of the models is unique and thus possess nonreplicable features.

During simulation, the contact area on the amputated side was mostly in the AL region. It was also in the AM, SL, SM, PL and PM regions but in lower proportions. As for the non-amputated side, in comparison, contact was primarily at the SL and AL regions, with some at the SM zone. This
Figure 6. Contact pressure (CPRESS) on acetabular cartilages during Load step. A: anterior, P: posterior. The units are Pa, Source: The authors.

Figure 7. a. Average contact stresses, b. Peak contact stresses. Source: The authors.

Figure 8. Contact area. a. Amputated, b. Non-amputated Source: The authors.
difference in both sides is likely caused by the residual energy stored in the stump during simulation, which then generates an iteration of contact. In general, the contact area on the amputated side was larger than in the non-amputated side, and there were no visible resemblances in the curves from between sides. Furthermore, similarities in contact area with previous studies were not found, except in the case of P1 where his amputated and non-amputated areas (374 mm² and 309 mm² respectively) were the closest to the average predicted value of a non-amputated hip (366.1 mm²) [24].

The models developed have several limitations that need to be discussed. First, the preliminary numerical models allowed us to observe that the internal energy stored in the residual soft tissue dislocated the hip in the standing position step. It was for this reason that the femur and socket constraints were applied to them. Moreover, because of the donning simulation, the soft tissue is represented as a unique volume, and the fibers that would have allowed control over the dislocation and that would have otherwise connected the hip and the femur, were not present. Adding muscle fiber or ligaments could have also helped prevent dislocation of the hip and made the numerical model more stable and fast, in terms of the model’s completion. Second, the cartilage was assumed to be isotropic, nearly incompressible, and hyperelastic [21]. There are other cartilage models that might have allowed more accurate description of the tissue mechanical behavior – i.e. the osmoporoviscoelastic models, [48], but poroelasticity models neglect the effects of inertia and are consequently not suitable for explicit analyses [49]. Finally, even though the models do not include the labrum, the FE model for the amputated side built in this study aims to progress toward a realistic interpretation of the transfemoral amputation. In contrast to other studies that evaluated donning of the socket without the articular joint [41,50], these models take into account the hip contact and the femoral and acetabular cartilages. There are other conditions that affect cartilage stresses –neck shaft angle, femoral anteversion angle and acetabular anteversion angle– as shown in [21], but for this specific case, our aim was to obtain a model where cartilage compression and socket donning are taking into consideration. The additional complexities explained above will be included in further studies.

4. Conclusions

Each individual is unique and thus each model has their respective differences and variations. The inclusion of the muscles that connect the hip and the femur and the understanding of their geometrical differences can change the model and make it more accurate. Our initial aim was satisfied, since the model was able to behave as expected. This study suggests that contact stress at the amputated side of the amputee are higher than that at the non-amputated side. And even though not all questions were answered by this study, there is no denying that it has generated additional issues that need resolutions through new analysis for a more complete understanding of these cases.
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